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The violation of a classical Cauchy-Schwarz (CS) inequality is identified as an unequivocal signature of
spontaneous Hawking radiation in sonic black holes. This violation can be particularly large near the peaks
in the radiation spectrum emitted from a resonant boson structure forming a sonic horizon. As a function of
the frequency-dependent Hawking radiation intensity, we analyze the degree of CS violation and the maximum
violation temperature for a double barrier structure separating two regions of subsonic and supersonic condensate
flow. We also consider the case where the resonant sonic horizon is produced by a space-dependent contact
interaction. In some cases, CS violation can be observed by direct atom counting in a time-of-flight experiment.
We show that near the conventional zero-frequency peak, the decisive CS violation cannot occur.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emission of Hawking radiation (HR) from the horizon
of a black hole (BH) is an intriguing prediction of modern
physics [1]. Due to the extremely low effective temperature, its
detection in a cosmological context is unlikely to be achieved
in the foreseeable future. However, it was noted by Unruh
[2,3] that HR is an essentially kinematic effect that could be
observed on a laboratory scale at temperatures which, while
still too low, lie within conceivable reach. For a quantum fluid
passing through a sonic horizon (i.e., a subsonic-supersonic
interface), it has been predicted [4–10] that, even at zero
temperature, phonons will be emitted into the subsonic region.
Attempts have been made to observe HR in an accelerated
Bose-Einstein (BE) condensate [11]. An alternative route
may be provided by a quasistationary horizon, which can be
achieved by allowing a confined large condensate to leak in
such a way that the outgoing beam is dilute and fast enough to
be supersonic [12,13].

HR is a fundamentally quantum phenomenon that re-
sults from the impossibility of identifying the vacuum of
incoming quasiparticles with that of outgoing quasiparticles
[14]. Specifically, the incoming vacuum is a squeezed state
of outgoing quasiparticles. In this respect it has been long
recognized in quantum optical contexts [15,16] that correlation
functions characterizing the electromagnetic radiation satisfy
Cauchy-Schwarz (CS) type inequalities, which can, however,
be violated in the deep quantum regime, particularly by
squeezed light. Thus, violation of CS inequalities is generally
regarded as a conclusive signature of quantum behavior. By
contrast, detection schemes based on the space correlation
function [6] show no signal difference between spontaneous
and thermal (stimulated) HR processes [17].

An additional advantage of the focus on the violation of
CS inequalities is that it permits us to distinguish the specific
squeezed character of HR from the general properties of co-
herent collective behavior. Measurements of space correlation
functions [6], or phonon [18] or atom [12] intensity spectra,
would not allow for such a distinction. The reason is that
the same Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations describe two dif-
ferent phenomena: linearized collective motion and quantum
quasiparticle excitation. Collective motion is imprinted on the

coherent (condensed) part of the wave function, which does
not describe the squeezed zero-point dynamics of Bogoliubov
quasiparticles. Importantly, we propose that spontaneous HR
can be tested by a CS violation involving two specific outgoing
channels, one traveling against the flow in the subsonic region
and the other one dragged by the flow on the supersonic side.
We identify this particular CS violation as an unequivocal
signature of spontaneous HR. The same cannot be said about
other CS violations that are always present in a Bogoliubov
vacuum: for example, those associated with the paired atom
modes k, − k in a condensate at rest. Such CS violations will
appear in other correlation functions.

It has recently been noted that HR could be observed
more easily in contexts where the predicted spectrum is
not thermal but peaked around a discrete set of frequencies
[9,12]. This could be the case in a sonic horizon formed by
a double-barrier structure [12] lying between the subsonic
and supersonic asymptotic regions. Optical analogs can show
similar peaked structures [19]. The purpose of this paper is to
show that, despite the remaining difficulties, the violation of
CS inequalities in HR is comparatively much easier to observe
near the peaks characteristic of resonant radiation. The quest
for CS violation here proposed complements those approaches
relying on the direct detection of entanglement, as applied
to inflationary cosmology [20], BHs [21], general relativistic
quantum fields [22], or BH analogs [23–25].

II. CAUCHY-SCHWARTZ INEQUALITIES IN HAWKING
RADIATION

We focus on the properties of the normalized second-order
correlation function, which for light is defined as [15,16]

g
(2)
ij (τ ) ≡ 〈â†

i (0)â†
j (τ )âj (τ )âi(0)〉

〈â†
i (0)âi(0)〉〈â†

j (0)âj (0)〉
, (1)

where âi(t) is the Heisenberg operator for photon mode i, and
the average is quantum-statistical. The correlation function for
classical light is obtained by removing the quantum average
and replacing the Heisenberg operators âi(t) by complex
numbers. The following inequalities can be proven for classical
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Quasiparticle dispersion relation on the subsonic (left, upstream) and supersonic (right, downstream) sides. The blue
(red) branches correspond to positive (negative) normalization. As in Refs. [12,13,17], d (u) denotes downstream (upstream). Here ξu(d) denotes
the asymptotic healing length, cu(d) and vu(d) the sound and flow velocities, and ωmax the frequency above which no HR can be generated.

light:

1 � g
(2)
ii (0), (2)

g
(2)
ii (τ ) � g

(2)
ii (0), (3)[

g
(2)
ij (τ )

]2 � g
(2)
ii (0)g(2)

jj (0), (i �= j ). (4)

These inequalities are satisfied not only classically but also
by quantum thermal states at high temperature. They are also
satisfied by chaotic and coherent states.

The violation of any of the above inequalities is a signature
of deep quantum behavior. States violating (2) are said
to show sub-Poissonian statistics. Violation of (3) reflects
antibunching. Expression (4) is a CS inequality. States which
violate it at τ = 0 are said to exhibit two-mode sub-Poissonian
statistics. In general, the proof of (4) requires the system to
be described by a positive (Glauber-Sudarshan) P function.
Some quantum states such as two-mode squeezed states may
not satisfy this condition and thus can violate (4). That could
be the case in a collision between two BE condensates [26] .

Now we turn our attention to Hawking radiation. Refer-
ences [8,12,13,17] have addressed the existence and possible
detection of HR in bosonic condensates. Figure 1 shows the
dispersion relation of the scattering channels following the
mode notation of Refs. [12,13,17], to which the reader is
referred for further details. A particular type of HR often
considered in analog systems is the emission of u-out phonons
as originated in the anomalous transmission from the d2-in
channel. Hereafter, the operator γ̂i−α destroys a quasiparticle
in the scattering state characterized by channel i − α, with
i = u, d1, d2, and α = in,out. The dependence of γ̂i−α(ω)
on the quasiparticle frequency ω will often be understood. As
is conventional in finite temperature HR setups, we assume
that averages are taken for a thermal distribution of incoming
quasiparticles, so that 〈γ̂ †

i−in(ω)γ̂j−in(ω′)〉 = ni(ω)δij δ(ω −
ω′), where ni(ω) = [exp (��i(ω)/kBT ) − 1]−1 and �i(ω) is
the comoving frequency corresponding to the mode i-in at the
laboratory frequency ω.

We consider the equal-time second-order correlation func-
tion for the outgoing quasiparticle operators

	ij ≡ 〈γ̂ †
i−outγ̂

†
j−outγ̂j−outγ̂i−out〉 > 0 (5)

and define θij ≡ 	ij /
√

	ii	jj ,�ij ≡ 	ij − √
	ii	jj [27],

noting that the CS inequality (4) is violated if and only

if

θij > 1 (or �ij > 0). (6)

Thus, we may use θij (�ij ) as a relative (absolute) figure of
merit to quantify the degree of CS violation.

We define the complex vector α
†
i ≡

(
√

nuS
∗
iu,

√
nd1S

∗
id1,

√
nd2 + 1S∗

id2), where Sij is the element
ij of the scattering matrix S characterizing the transition from
j -in to i-out [28] and obeying the pseudo-unitary condition
S†ηS = η ≡ diag(1,1,−1). Specifically,⎡

⎢⎣
γ̂u-out

γ̂d1-out

γ̂
†
d2-out

⎤
⎥⎦ = S(ω)

⎡
⎢⎣

γ̂u-in

γ̂d1-in

γ̂
†
d2-in

⎤
⎥⎦ . (7)

Wick’s theorem allows us to write

	uu = 2|〈γ̂ †
u-outγ̂u-out〉|2, 	d2d2 = 2|〈γ̂ †

d2-outγ̂d2-out〉|2,
(8)

	ud2 = 〈γ̂ †
d2-outγ̂

†
u-out〉〈γ̂d2-outγ̂u-out〉

+〈γ̂ †
u-outγ̂u-out〉〈γ̂ †

d2-outγ̂d2-out〉,
which leads to

	uu = 2|αu|4, 	d2d2 = 2(|αd2|2 − 1)2,
(9)

	ud2 = |α†
u · αd2|2 + |αu|2(|αd2|2 − 1).

Making use of (5) and (9), the CS inequality (4) for outgoing
quasiparticles can be rewritten as

|α†
u · αd2|2 � |αu|2(|αd2|2 − 1), (10)

which, due to the −1 term within the bracket, can be violated
sometimes. Interestingly, the very possibility of violating the
CS inequality (4) is a direct consequence of the anomalous
character of the scattering process d2-in → u-out, because
the u(d2) channel has positive (negative) normalization. In
fact, for the (normal) conversion d1 ↔ u, we obtain that (4)
amounts to |α†

u · αd1|2 � |αu|2|αd1|2, which is always satisfied.
The inequality (10) and pseudo-unitarity lead, after a

lengthy calculation, to the equivalent relation

|Sud2|2(1 + nu + nd1 + nd2)

� |Sd1u|2nd1nd2 + |Sd1d1|2nund2 + |Sd1d2|2nund1

+ |Sd2d1|2nu + |Sd2u|2nd1. (11)
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A similar inequality can be derived for the other anomalous
process, d1 ↔ d2 (Andreev reflection [29]), by interchanging
u and d1 in (11).

In the conventional (ω = 0) peak of the Hawking spectrum
|Sud2(ω)|2, the scattering matrix elements diverge as |Sij (ω)| ∼
1/

√
ω with i arbitrary and j = d1, d2. By contrast, Siu(ω) in

the same limit (ω → 0+) saturates to a nonzero constant (the
asymptotic behavior of the S-matrix coefficients is discussed
in Appendix A). On the other hand, the only occupation
factor which diverges is nu(ω) ∼ 1/ω, because �u(ω) is the
only comoving frequency that vanishes for small ω. From
pseudo-unitarity it follows that |Sud2|2 − |Sd2d1|2 = |Sd2u|2 −
|Sd1d2|2. We conclude that (11) cannot be violated in the
ω → 0+ region. This argument relies solely on the presence
of a uniform condensate flow connecting the subsonic and
supersonic asymptotic regions, and not on other details of the
scattering structure.

It can also be proven that there is no violation in the ω →
ω−

max region, where θud2 = 1/2 + O(
√

ωmax − ω). This leaves
us with only the central frequency region in the quest for CS
violation. We know of no structure other than resonant BH
[12], which is able to display peaks in that central region; see
Sec. III for more details.

The inequality (11) is manifestly violated at temperature
T = 0 and ω �= 0 provided Sud2 �= 0, which further reflects
the direct link between CS violation and HR. In this limit, the
condition (6) is equivalent to

θud2 = |Sd2d2|2 − 1/2

|Sd2d2|2 − 1
> 1, �ud2 = |Sud2|2 > 0, (12)

where pseudo-unitarity has again been invoked. The condition
(12) is guaranteed to be satisfied whenever Sud2 �= 0 (in that
case, pseudo-unitarity requires |Sd2d2| > 1). Finally, we note
that θd1d2 = θud2 and �d1d2 = |Sd1d2|2 at zero temperature.

A device producing HR works like a nondegenerate
parametric amplifier, which is known to generate squeezing
from vacuum. However, sources other than vacuum may
also generate squeezing and ultimately CS violation [16].
In particular, the absolute amount of CS violation for a
given frequency often increases initially as the temperature
is raised from zero, eventually reaching a maximum and
decreasing to zero at high temperatures, as can be guessed from
Eq. (11). Therefore, one may wonder whether the CS violation
here contemplated would provide conclusive evidence of
spontaneous (zero-point) HR radiation. The answer is yes,
as we argue below.

Wick’s theorem can again be invoked to write 	ij in terms
of first-order correlation functions such as 〈γ̂ †

i−outγ̂j−out〉 or
〈γ̂i−outγ̂j−out〉 [see Eq. (8)], here generically referred to as ρij

[30]. The thermal contribution is ρ th
ij ≡ ρij − ρ0

ij , with ρ0
ij the

zero-temperature value (average over incoming vacuum). If
one neglects the zero-point contributions by approximating
ρij � ρ th

ij , then one arrives at a modified version of (11)
where only the terms quadratic in the ni survive. The resulting
inequality is always satisfied. We conclude that CS violation
requires vacuum fluctuations.

The upshot of this discussion is that the detection of a CS
inequality violation can be regarded as a smoking gun for the
presence of spontaneous HR. In other words, the spontaneous

signal is the cause of the quantum behavior as reflected in
the violation of the classical inequalities. This contrasts with
other schemes in which the spontaneous signal cannot be
distinguished unambiguously from the stimulated (or thermal)
signal, which has, in this sense, a classical behavior and thus
would never originate the CS violation by itself.

We may define the violation temperature Tv as the highest
temperature at which (11) is violated [(6) is satisfied] and try to
identify some trends in its behavior. We note that, for a double-
barrier structure [12], if the upstream current is small (kinetic
contribution to total chemical potential on subsonic side is
small), then for ω � ωmax/2 the comoving frequencies of the
various channels are comparable to the comoving chemical
potential on the subsonic side, μ.

If the conversion from negative to positive normalization is
weak, then |Sd2d2| is close to unity, and from pseudo-unitarity
it can be proven that all the S-matrix elements appearing in
(11) are small except for the relation |Sd1u|2 + |Sd1d1|2 � 1. If
� ≡ − log |Sud2|  1 we obtain a low violation temperature,
kBTv ∼ μ/� � μ.

Conversely, also within the case of a double-barrier
structure and for low currents, we find numerically that for
the highest nonzero-frequency HR peaks (where |Sud2|  1)
the approximate relation |Sud2| � |Sd2u|  |Sd2d1| applies
in the vast majority of cases. At the same time, |Sud2|  |Sd1j |
for all j , which implies that the violation temperature satisfies
kBTv ∼ μ|Sud2|2/S2

d1  μ, where Sd1 ≡ maxj {|Sd1j |}. Thus,
Tv(ω) is expected to be large near the peak frequency ω0.
Nonresonant structures can also show CS violation at nonzero
temperatures. However, even if the relative violation (as
measured by θud2) is significant, the absolute amount of
violation (as measured by �ud2) turns out to be negligible,
as discussed later.

Another important advantage of resonant peaks is that,
at their relatively high frequency, the phononic signal is ap-
proximately proportional to the atomic signal, the latter being
directly measurable in a time-of-flight (TOF) experiment. In
Appendix B technical details are given for the definition of
atomic signals and their relation to phonon measurements.
Assuming that the subsonic and supersonic TOF signals
can be experimentally detached, near the peak at ω = ω0,
and neglecting finite-size effects, the atom operators can be
approximated as

ĉu(pu ≡ qu + ku-out) ∼ γ̂u-out(ω), (13)

ĉd (pd1 ≡ qd + kd1-out) ∼ γ̂d1-out(ω), (14)

ĉd (pd2 ≡ qd − kd2-out) ∼ γ̂d2-out(ω), (15)

where ĉu/d (k) annihilates an atom of momentum k on side
u/d. Here ki-out is the comoving quasiparticle momentum at
the laboratory frequency ω in the i-out channel, and qu/d

is the condensate momentum per atom on each side. The
proportionality factors not shown in (13)–(15) cancel in the
CS violation condition (6) for θud2 and θd1d2.

For example, the approximations (13) and (15) apply when-
ever |Sud2(ω0)|2 1, because the Hawking signal has to stand
out above that of the depletion cloud [12]. For completeness,
we note that (14) and (15) apply if |Sd1d2(ω0)|2 1.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Scheme of the double-barrier configuration (left) and the configuration with two discontinuities in the otherwise flat
density configuration (right).

From (12) and the pseudo-unitarity relation |Sud2|2 +
|Sd1d2|2 + 1 = |Sd2d2|2, it may appear that a shortcoming of
a large peak is its small relative degree of CS violation, as
reflected in θud2 lying slightly above unity, which can be
generally inferred from the bound

θud2 − 1 � 1

2(|αd2|2 − 1)
. (16)

However, this does not imply that the experimental signal
is necessarily small. Quite the opposite, the absolute amount
of violation (as measured by �ud2) can be quite large, as (12)
directly reveals. A similar analysis can be performed for the
other anomalous process, d1 ↔ d2.

We can define, in analogy to (5), the atomic correlation
function

Gud2(ω) ≡ 〈ĉ†u(pu)ĉ†d (pd2)ĉd (pd2)ĉu(pu)〉, (17)

and similarly for the other Gij , where i,j = u, d1, d2, and
pi(ω) is defined in (13)–(15). It can be shown (see Appendix B)
that a sufficient condition for (6) is

zij > 1, Zij > 0, (18)

where zij ≡ Gij/
√

GiiGjj and Zij ≡ Gij − √
GiiGjj .

III. CS VIOLATION BY HAWKING RADIATION
IN RESONANT STRUCTURES

In order to study CS violation by HR in resonant structures,
we focus on two models. In the first case, a double delta-barrier
potential V (x) = Z[δ(x) + δ(x − d)] is introduced separating
the subsonic from the supersonic regions, where d is the
distance between the barriers and Z measures their strength.
This structure was already explored in Ref. [12] and is
schematically depicted in the left panel of Fig. 2. Given these
parameters, only a discrete number of currents are compatible
with the existence of two asymptotic regions of uniform
density and flow speed, one subsonic and one supersonic.
Even though the speed of sound is only properly defined for
sufficiently flat regions, by extending its definition in terms of
the local density of the condensate to generally nonuniform
profiles, c(x) = [gn(x)/m]1/2, this speed of sound will cross
the flow velocity at least once. Here g is the one-dimensional
coupling constant, n(x) is the linear atom density, and m the
atom mass. As expected from the study in Ref. [12], the
HR spectrum displays resonant peaks, its number increasing

roughly with the barrier separation. We will argue that these
peaks are good candidates to exhibit CS violations.

The other model considered in this work is a resonant
generalization of a flat profile configuration, first consid-
ered in Ref. [17] and schematically depicted in the right
panel of Fig. 2. In that scenario, the GP wave function is
everywhere the same plane wave, �0(x) = √

n0e
iqx , with

flow speed v = �q/m. Therefore, the condensate density,
velocity and current are all constant along the BH structure.
Both the one-dimensional coupling strength g(x) and the
external potential V (x) are space dependent and chosen in
such a way that g′(x)n0 + V ′(x) = 0. We consider a spatial
dependence with three regions within each of which the
sound speed, c(x) = [g(x)n0/m]1/2, is constant. Specifically
we take c(x < 0) = c1, c(0 � x � L) = c2, c(x > L) = c3,

FIG. 3. (Color online) Hawking radiation for a condensate leak-
ing through a double barrier structure like that studied in Ref. [12]
and shown in the left of Fig. 2. The strength of both delta barriers
is Z = 2.2�

2/mξu. They are separated by a distance d = 3.62ξu.
The flow is such that quξu = 0.01 and ωmax = 0.99μ/�. Solid blue:
Zero-temperature HR spectrum |Sud2(ω)|2. Dashed red: θud2(ω) at
temperature T = μ/kB , where μ is the comoving chemical potential
on the subsonic side. Dotted green: Maximum violation temperature
Tv(ω) in units of μ/kB . Not shown in the figure, Tv(ω) rises up
to Tv(ω0) � 21μ/kB , where |Sud2(ω0)|2 � 8. Left inset: Zoom of
the peak region, with Tv(ω) removed and zud2(ω) (relative atom CS
violation) added (dotted purple). Right inset: Same as left inset; it
shows �ud2(ω) (dashed-dotted brown) and Zud2(ω) (dashed purple),
which measure the absolute amount of CS violation in the phonon
and atom signals.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Same as Fig. 3 for a setup with a single
delta barrier of strength Z = 0.62�

2/mξu and a uniform interaction,
with flow quξu = 0.3 and ωmax = 0.6μ/�. Atomic CS violation is not
found for this setup.

with c1 > v > c3. That is, the leftmost (rightmost) region is
subsonic (supersonic). The middle region, with speed of sound
c2, can be subsonic of supersonic depending on the externally
chosen parameters. This highly idealized model yields closed
formulas for many quantities of interest.

In Fig. 3 we plot, for a double delta-barrier structure,
the zero temperature HR spectrum |Sud2(ω)|2, together with
θud2(ω) (at kBT = μ) and the violation temperature Tv(ω).
The left inset magnifies the peak region and includes zud2(ω),
which measures the relative amount of CS violation in the
atomic signal. The right inset shows �ud2(ω) and Zud2(ω), i.e.,
the absolute amount of CS violation by the phonon and atom
signals. These graphs indicate that the considered structure
is a promising scenario for the unambiguous detection of
spontaneous HR.

Figure 4 shows the corresponding curves for a single delta-
barrier BH configuration. The HR spectrum is unstructured,
with a single peak at ω = 0. The CS inequality can be

FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as Fig. 3 but for T = 0.6μ/kB

and for a structure without barriers but with two sharp variations
in the local speed of sound, which takes the successive values
cu,0.43cu,0.6cu, as depicted in the right of Fig. 2. The intermediate
region has a length L = 26ξu. The flow is such that quξu = 0.95 and
ωmax = 0.18μ/�. This is a resonant generalization of the model first
studied in Ref. [6], where only one sound-speed discontinuity was
considered.

violated at the relatively high temperature T = μ/kB within a
considerable frequency range. However, the smallness of the
absolute phonon violation signal suggests that nonresonant
structures are not good candidates for the observation of CS
violation. In the cases we have explored, we have not found
atomic CS violation at the temperature T = μ/kB .

Figure 5 shows the same curves as those of Fig. 3 but for
a setup with a flat density profile such as that depicted in the
right Fig. 2. The absolute CS violation is here considerably
smaller than in Fig. 3 but could still be observable.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we find that violation of the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequalities in the HR of strongly peaked spectrum
(such as that emitted by a double-barrier sonic BH) may
provide a convenient route to the unambiguous observation
of the zero-point contribution. In some setups, the violation of
CS inequalities is large enough to be detectable by the direct
observation of second-order correlation functions in an atom
time-of-flight experiment. The large absolute CS violation is
absent in nonresonant structures such as that formed by a
single-barrier sonic BH. In particular, the relevant CS violation
cannot occur near the conventional, zero-frequency HR peak
universally shown by all one-dimensional BH structures.
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APPENDIX A: LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF SCATTERING
MATRIX ELEMENTS NEAR THRESHOLDS

In this Appendix we study the asymptotic behavior of
the amplitudes of the scattering matrix coefficients, |Sij (ω)|,
close to the thresholds of the HR spectrum, i.e., in the limits
ω → 0+ and ω → ω−

max. In the following, we adopt units
� = m = 1. In the asymptotic regions where the condensate
flow is uniform, the condensate wave function is of the form
�0(x) = √

nre
i(qrx+αr ), where r = u,d labels the asymptotic

region at x → ±∞. The asymptotic plane-wave solutions
to the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations at a given
frequency ω (scattering channels) can be written as

sa,ω(x) := eika (ω)x

√
2π |wa(ω)|

[
eiqrxua(ω)
e−iqr xva(ω)

]
,

ua(ω) = eiαr√
2k2

a(ω)|ω − qrka(ω)|

{
k2
a(ω)

2
+ [ω − qrka(ω)]

}
,

va(ω) = e−iαr√
2k2

a(ω)|ω − qrka(ω)|

{
k2
a(ω)

2
− [ω − qrka(ω)]

}
.

(A1)
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We also refer to sa,ω(x) as the spinor (two-component wave
function) of the propagating mode or scattering channel a at
frequency ω.

Here the mode index a labels the four wave vectors which
are solutions of the Bogoliubov’s dispersion relation

[ω − qrka(ω)]2 = c2
r k

2
a(ω) + k4

a(ω)
/

4 (A2)

for a given frequency ω > 0 in the region of index r =
u,d, while wa(ω) := [dka(ω)/dω]−1 is the group velocity of
mode a which lives in the asymptotic region r . The sound
velocities are cr = √

grnr , where gr is the corresponding
asymptotic value of the coupling constant g(x). In the case
of propagating modes, the index a is of the form a = i − α

(with i = u,d1,d2 and α = in,out) and the normalization is∫
dx s

†
a,ω(x)σzsa,ω′(x) = ±δ(ω − ω′), with σz the Pauli matrix.

The symbol ± stands for positive or negative normalization.
In the subsonic region, there are only two propagating modes
(labeled u−in and u−out), both with positive normalization,
the other two solutions of (A2) describing an evanescent wave
and an (unphysical) exploding one. In the supersonic region,
where four propagating modes exist, the two pairs of modes
with positive (negative) normalization are denoted as d1 (d2),
each pair consisting of an “in” and an “out” channel.

In the nonhomogeneous case, the field operator in the BdG
approximation can be written as �̂(x) = �0(x) + δ�̂(x) with
[12]

δ�̂(x) =
∫ ∞

0
dω

∑
a=u-in, d1-in

[ua,ω(x)γ̂a(ω) + v∗
a,ω(x)γ̂ †

a (ω)]

+
∫ ωmax

0
dω[ud2-in,ω(x)γ̂ †

d2-in(ω)

+v∗
d2-in,ω(x)γ̂d2-in(ω)]. (A3)

A similar expression can be written in terms of the “out” states.
Here the spinors za,ω(x) := [ua,ω(x),va,ω(x)]ᵀ are solutions

to the BdG equations at a given frequency ω, carrying unit flux
in the incoming channels a = d1,d2,u-in which characterize
them. As expected from scattering states, they contain S-matrix
coefficients describing the transition from the incoming to the
outgoing modes. For instance,

zd2-in,ω(x → −∞) = Sud2(ω)su-out,ω(x),

zd2-in,ω(x → ∞) = sd2-in,ω(x) + Sd1d2(ω)sd1-out,ω(x)

+Sd2d2(ω)sd2-out,ω(x). (A4)

Similar expressions can be written for the other retarded
scattering states.

When ω → 0+, both the “u−in” and the three “out”
scattering channels have the property ka ∝ ω (see Fig. 1),
where ka is the momentum of the scattering channel a. From
(A1) we infer that the spinors of these four scattering channels
behave as ∝z0(x)/

√
ω with corrections ∼√

ω, where

z0(x) ≡ [�0(x),−�∗
0 (x)]ᵀ (A5)

is but the zero-mode spinor which solves the BdG equations
for ω = 0. The other spinors do not show this behavior for
vanishing ω. Using Cramer’s rule to match the left and right
solutions, one finds that |Sij (ω)| ∝ 1/

√
ω for i,j = d1,d2. To

obtain the behavior of the other scattering matrix coefficients,

it is crucial to note the zero-mode character of z0(x). One must
also use the property that, in the scattering region (that between
the asymptotic subsonic and supersonic regions), at least one
linear combination of the four solutions tends to the zero
mode when ω → 0+, within corrections to the spinor z0(x)
of order ω. This is guaranteed because in the BdG equations
ω enters as a nonsingular parameter, i.e., a parameter that is
not multiplying the highest order derivative of the differential
equation. Here we have used a theorem (sometimes referred to
as Poincaré’s theorem) on the analytic dependence of a solution
to a differential equation on its parameters (see Refs. [31,32]).

Using these results, the same type of reasoning as before
leads to |Sui(ω)| ∝ 1/

√
ω for i = d1,d2 and to a nondivergent

amplitude for the remaining matrix elements (Siu with i =
d1,d2).

In the opposite threshold, ω → ω−
max, the only spinors

that show irregular behavior are those involving the d2
mode. They become proportional to each other because
kd2-in/out(ω) = kd2(ωmax) ± O(

√
ωmax − ω) and hence, the

group velocity vanishes as ∼√
ωmax − ω. The corresponding

spinors behave as sd1-in/out,ω(x) ∝ sωmax (x)(ωmax − ω)−1/4 +
O(ωmax − ω)1/4 where sωmax (x) is the value of the spinor
evaluated at ωmax. Using again Cramer’s rule, it can
be shown that Sud2(ω),Sd1d2(ω),Sd2u(ω),Sd2d1(ω) ∝ (ωmax −
ω)1/4, while Sd2d2(ω) = −1 + O(

√
ωmax − ω) .

APPENDIX B: CORRELATION BETWEEN PHONON AND
ATOMIC TIME-OF-FLIGHT SIGNALS

For a given frequency ω > 0, we may define
pu(ω) ≡ qu + ku-out(ω), pd2(ω) ≡ qd − kd2-out(ω) [see
Eqs. (13) and (15) and Appendix A for the mode notation]
as the corresponding atomic wave vectors. In a time-of-flight
(TOF) experiment, we require the atomic wave vectors from
the upstream or downstream region to be negative or positive,
i.e., we just consider frequencies where pu(ω) < 0 [33]. In
particular, this must be valid at the peak frequency ω = ω0,
i.e., one must have pu(ω0) < 0. If all these conditions are
fulfilled, then there is no contribution from the condensate
wave function to the atomic signals.

We define the atom destruction operators as

ĉu(p) ≡
∫

dx f ∗
u (x)e−ipxδ�̂(x),

(B1)

ĉd (p) ≡
∫

dx f ∗
d (x)e−ipxδ�̂(x),

where fr (x) are normalized functions (
∫

dx|fr (x)|2 = 1)
localized only in the asymptotic r = u,d regions and their
Fourier transforms are fr (k) = 1√

2π

∫
dxe−ikxfr (x). For sim-

plicity, we assume that they are of the form

fr (x) = 1√
Lr

f

(
x − xr

Lr

)
, (B2)

where f is a symmetric and real dimensionless function, xr

is the point at which the asymptotic region r is assumed to be
centered, and Lr is the typical size of that region. We assume
that both such lengths are much greater than the corresponding
healing lengths (Lr  ξr ), so that fr (k) are well peaked at
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zero momentum. Also, we suppose that the scattering region is much smaller than the asymptotic regions. Then, the atomic
operators can be approximated as

ĉu(pu(ω)) �
∫

dω′f ∗
u [ku-out(ω

′) − ku-out(ω)]
uu-out(ω′)

|wu-out(ω′)|1/2
γ̂u-out(ω

′)

+f ∗
u [−ku-in(ω′) − ku-out(ω)]

v∗
u-in(ω′)

|wu-in(ω′)|1/2
γ̂ †

u-in(ω′),

(B3)

ĉd (pd2(ω)) �
∫ ωmax

0
dω′f ∗

d [kd2-out(ω) − kd2-out(ω
′)]

v∗
d2-out(ω

′)
|wd2-out(ω′)|1/2

γ̂d2-out(ω
′)

+
∫

dω′f ∗
d [kd2-out(ω) − kd1-out(ω

′)]
v∗

d1-out(ω
′)

|wd1-out(ω′)|1/2
γ̂
†
d1-out(ω

′).

From these two expressions, it can be shown that, if |Sud2(ω0)|2 1, then the main contribution to the atomic operators near
the peak frequency (ω = ω0) comes from their respective phononic counterparts, i.e., ĉu(pu(ω0)) ∼ γ̂u-out(ω0) and ĉd (pd2(ω0)) ∼
γ̂d2−out(ω0), as expressed in the main text [see Eqs. (13) and (15)]. These approximate operator relations are physically appealing
but are not used in our calculations.

From Eq. (B3) and its preceding discussion, we can calculate the expectation values that are necessary to compute the
second-order correlation functions, namely,

〈ĉ†u(pu(ω))ĉu(pu(ω))〉 = |uu−out(ω)|2|αu(ω)|2 + |vu−in(ωuu(ω))|2[1 + nu(ωuu(ω))],

〈ĉ†d (pd2(ω))ĉd (pd2(ω))〉 = |vd2−out(ω)|2[|αd2(ω)|2 − 1] + |vd1−out(ωd1d2(ω))|2[|αd1(ωd1d2(ω))|2 + 1], (B4)

〈ĉd (pd2(ω))ĉu(pu(ω))〉 = [α†
d2(ω) · αu(ω)]uu−out(ω)v∗

d2−out(ω)F (ω),

where ωd1d2(ω) = ωd1(kd2−out(ω)) and ωuu(ω) = ωu( − ku−out(ω)), with ωi(k) the dispersion relation of scattering channel i (see
Fig. 6). The overlap function is

F (ω) =
∫

dkf ∗
u

[
k

ρ(ω)

]
f ∗

d [kρ(ω)] = 1√
LuLd

∫
dx f

[
ρ(ω)x + xu

Lu

]
f

[
ρ(ω)−1x − xd

Ld

]
, ρ(ω) ≡

∣∣∣∣ wu−out(ω)

wd2−out(ω)

∣∣∣∣
1/2

. (B5)

As we are assuming that the size of the asymptotic regions
are much larger than the size of the scattering region, we
can take xd/Ld = −xu/Lu � 1/2. The integral F (ω) can be
interpreted as the scalar product of two normalized functions,
so F (ω) � 1. This inequality saturates for ω such that ρ(ω) =√

Lu/Ld . In particular, we can choose the size of both
asymptotic regions to be such that the saturation is achieved
at the peak frequency, i.e., such that ρ(ω0) = √

Lu/Ld and
therefore F (ω0) = 1. The criterion ρ(ω) = √

Lu/Ld has a
straightforward physical interpretation. The phonon operators
are evaluated in the frequency domain. The frequency reso-
lution near a given frequency for both wave packets is given

FIG. 6. (Color online) Scheme that shows graphically the values of ωd1d2(ω) and −ωuu(ω). See Fig. 1 for mode notation.

by �ωu-out/d2-out = |wu-out/d2-out(ω)|�ku/d . The resolution in
momentum space is �kr ∼ 1/Lr . We are correlating the
phonon operators of u-out and d2-out modes in the vicinity of a
given frequency, so the maximum correlation is achieved when
�ωu-out = �ωd2-out, and this implies the criterion mentioned
above.

Then, using Wick’s theorem, the correlation functions can
be written in terms of these expectation values as

Guu(ω) = 〈ĉ†u(pu)ĉ†u(pu)ĉu(pu)ĉu(pu)〉
= 2|〈ĉ†u(pu)ĉu(pu)〉|2,
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Gd2d2(ω) = 〈ĉ†d (pd2)ĉ†d (pd2)ĉd (pd2)ĉd (pd2)〉
= 2|〈ĉ†d (pd2)ĉd (pd2)〉|2, (B6)

Gud2(ω) = 〈ĉ†d (pd2)ĉ†u(pu)ĉd (pd2)ĉu(pu)〉
= 〈ĉ†d (pd2)ĉ†u(pu)〉〈ĉd (pd2)ĉu(pu)〉

+ 〈ĉ†d (pd2)ĉd (pd2)〉〈ĉ†u(pu)ĉu(pu)〉.

In this language, the violation of the atom CS inequality reads
Gud2 >

√
GuuGd2d2. Now, comparing (B4) and (B6) with (8)

and (9), one can infer that

Gud2√
GuuGd2d2

<
	ud2√

	uu	d2d2
(B7)

i.e.,

zud2 < θud2. (B8)

A similar proof can be invoked for the other index pairs i �=
j , the case i = j being trivial. We conclude that the violation
of the atom CS inequality is a sufficient condition for the same
violation in the phonon signal.
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